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New Acquisitions in Americana
September 2020
Instructions to White Officers in Command
of African-American Soldiers in World War II
1. [African Americana]: [World War II]: COMMAND OF NEGRO TROOPS.
WAR DEPARTMENT. 29 FEBRUARY 1944 [cover title]. Washington, D.C.:
U.S. Government Printing Office, 1944. 19,[1]pp. Original printed self-wrappers,
stapled. A few tiny chips and short closed tears to edges, uniform toning. Very good.
A scarce pamphlet issued by the United States War Department during World
War II, designed to provide American military officers with guidelines and assistance for managing African-American servicemen. This was “War Department
Pamphlet No. 20-6.” A notice on the front wrapper informs the recipient of the
pamphlet that the information within is “ restricted .” The Introduction states
that “Colored Americans, like all other Americans, have the right and responsibility to serve their country to the very best of their individual abilities” but
that “the Negro in the Army has special problems” such as historically-inferior
education, work experience, and their “role in the life of the Nation has been
limited.” As such, the present pamphlet offers background, special advice, and
guidelines on the training and discipline of African-American troops. Sections
include “Problems of Vocabulary,” “Special Training Units,” “Conflicts of Negro
Attitudes,” “Negro Soldiers are Americans,” “Causes of Resentment,” “Negro
Attitudes Toward Racial Theories,” “Facilities for Negro and White Soldiers,”
“Attitudes Toward Bus Service,” “Police Problems,” and “Community Relations
and the Press.”
The inside of the rear wrapper contains a fifteen-item “Check List” of questions
for officers to help them better manage African-American soldiers. The questions
range from, “Have I made due allowances for any lack of educational opportunity
in my men? to “Have I used words and phrases that my men cannot fully comprehend?” and “Have I protected the rights of my men in their relations with other
troops and with the public?” OCLC records just eighteen copies in institutions.
OCLC 430110, 166592204.
$575.

Navigation Manual,
by an Important Explorer and Cartographer
of the Pacific Northwest
2. Alcalá-Galiano, Dionisio: MEMORIA SOBRE LAS OBSERVACIONES
DE LATITUD Y LONGITUD EN EL MAR. [Madrid]: En la Imprenta de la
Viuda de D. Joachîn Ibarra, 1796. [2],87,[1]pp., plus seven folding tables. Small
quarto. 20th-century polished red sheep with gilt tooled borders, spine tooled in
gilt, raised bands, two green morocco gilt labels, a.e.g. Minor wear to extremities.
Booksellers’ blue ink stamp on titlepage. Light tidelines to upper right corner of
the last two-thirds of text including plates, light tanning. Very good.
An uncommon work by Spanish naval commander, cartographer, and explorer
Dionisio Alcalá-Galiano (1760-1805), on the calculation of latitude and longitude
at sea. This is the second edition, significantly expanded from the first edition of
the preceding year, which did not have the folding tables. Galiano was a pioneer
of the use of the chronometer in Spain, allowing him to produce far more accurate
maps of the Spanish colonies in the Americas than were previously available. In
1789 he was selected as the hydrographer for Alessandro Malaspina and José de
Bustamante y Guerra’s ambitious expedition visiting nearly every Spanish possession in the Americas and Asia. Aboard the expedition’s second ship, Atrevida,
Galiano helped map the coastline of Patagonia and most of the Pacific coast from
southern Chile to Mexico.
He remained in Mexico for a year and then joined Malaspina’s expedition in the
Pacific Northwest. Galiano and Vancouver worked together to survey the region,
but it was Galiano and his crew who were the first Europeans to circumnavigate
Vancouver Island. He returned to Spain and gained increasing notoriety, thanks
in large part to publishing accounts of the Malaspina expeditions, and also due to
Malaspina’s political missteps and subsequent exile from Spain. By 1804, Galiano
was a commander. He fought at the Battle of Trafalgar aboard the Bahama, and
was killed by a cannonball in 1805.
OCLC lists only four copies in Spanish libraries, and seven in U.S. libraries: University of California at Berkeley, University of Colorado at Boulder, Smithsonian,
Duke, John Carter Brown, Huntington, and Yale.
PALAU 5752. MEDINA 5749. OCLC 9511355, 228674917.
$2750.

Bankers Convene, and Pinkertons
Tell Them How to Catch Criminals
3. [American Bankers’ Association]: [Pinkerton’s National Detective Agency]:
“THE AMERICAN BANKER’S” GUIDE TO THE TWENTY-FOURTH
ANNUAL CONVENTION OF THE AMERICAN BANKERS’ ASSOCIATION TO BE HELD AT DENVER, COLORADO ON AUGUST 23d,
24th, AND 25th, 1898. [with:] [INSERT FROM THE PINKERTON’S
NATIONAL DETECTIVE AGENCY ADDRESSED TO THE AMERICAN
BANKERS ASSOCIATION]. [New York: Stumpf & Steurer, 1898]. 88pp. plus
three advertising leaves; 23pp. Guide: Original color-printed wrappers, ribbon
tie. Extremities worn, backstrip chipped old vertical crease to front wrapper and
first few leaves. Occasional light tanning and soiling. Very good. Insert: Stitched
as issued. Near fine.
Extensively illustrated guide for attendees of the 24th annual convention of the
American Bankers’ Association, now the largest financial trade group in the United
States. It features all one would expect from a convention guide: the conference
program; current officers of the national organization, along with those of the
state organizations under the ABA umbrella; up-to-date bylaws; and copious advertising from banks, attorneys, paper mills, safe companies, and adding machine
manufacturers. The principle content highlights the work of the Protective Committee of the ABA, which conducted ongoing operations against thieves, burglars,
forgers, and swindlers who preyed on banks. Included are photographs and brief
biographies of forty-two of the most important criminals.
The Protective Committee retained the Pinkerton’s National Detective Agency
to assist with these effects, and their accompanying insert provides details on how
the two organizations’ combined efforts combated crime. Their most important
catch was no doubt Max Shinburn, here listed as “Maximillian Schoenbein” (though
he was also known as Mark Shinburn, Mark Baker, Zimmerman, and as many as
fifty other aliases). Shinburn was “the most successful burglar of the age, known
as the ‘King of Burglars’” (p.60). Having worked for lock and safe companies
under yet another alias, Shinburn perfected his burglary skills. He cracked safes
and broke into banks, but also effectively laundered the money he stole, and was
notoriously hard to catch and hold onto, engineering several escapes from custody
and prison. After one prison break in the 1860s, he was able to save up adequate
funds from his burglaries to purchase a baronetcy in Belgium. He lived a life of
aristocratic ease until he ran out of money and had to return to the U.S. to rebuild
his fortune. The Pinkertons and agents of the American Bankers’ Association
finally arrested him in New York on June 28, 1895.
“Shinburn again Caught” in New York Times (June 30, 1895).
$750.

Building a National Highway in Puebla, Mexico,
with a Map
4. Arriaga, Francisco Javier: EXPEDIENTE GEOGRAFICO-ESTADISTICO
POR EL CIUDADANO FRANCISCO JAVIER ARRIAGA.... Mexico City:
Imprenta del Gobierno, en Palacio, 1873. 43pp., plus folding map. Later half
red calf and marbled boards, spine gilt. Minor edge wear. Soft vertical crease to
text, minor toning, short tape repair to verso of map at binding stub. Very good.
A report on a project for the construction of a national highway in the Sierra
Norte of Puebla, between Zacapoaxtla and the port of the Jackal, Garranchos or
La Junta. The proposal came during the single presidential term of Sebastián
Lerdo de Tejada Corral, successor to Benito Juárez, who continued and completed
many of Juárez’s infrastructure projects, most notably highways and railways. The
folding map is titled, “Croquis del Trazo de la via Carretera Proyectada entre
Zacapoaxtla y al rio de Tecuantepec.” It shows the topographical layout of the
area,with the “proposed path” of the highway from the juncture of the Naranjes
and Tecuantepec rivers in the north, south through Los Reyes, Tetelilla, Nahuxonila, Zacapoaxtla, and terminating near Totoltepec.
A rare work about infrastructure building in late-Liberal Mexico, with only four
physical copies in OCLC – three in Mexico and one at the Bancroft Library.
OCLC 970536662, 48327061, 651239549, 20187639.
$600.

The First Aviation Meet in New England,
Featuring Future Famous Flyers
5. [Aviation]: [Beck, Paul W.]: MILITARY AVIATION MEET. ROCKINGHAM PARK, SALEM N.H. THURSDAY, OCT. 12, 2 P.M. Boston. Buck
Printing Co., [1911]. Broadside, 11 x 7 inches. Three early pencil annotations.
Tear in upper margin (from previous mounting, no loss of text), two-inch closed
tear along center fold, old folds, some tanning. About very good.
Broadside advertising the first air show, or “aviation meet,” ever held in New
England, in 1911, at Rockingham Park, the first horseracing track in the region.
Promising “United States Army Flyers in Positive Flights,” the meet featured
three soon-to-be legendary pilots with the planes they flew added in pencil, in
parentheses: “Capt. Beck (Scout), Lieut. Milling (26 Burgess), Lieut. Arnold
(Curtiss).” Also performing was one Bonnetti, the “World’s Greatest Ballooinst
[sic],” who promised to make the “most Thrilling, Dare-devil Parachute Jump
to Earth, ever attempted in New England.” Admission was 50 cents, but the
broadside highlights free parking and easy access to the park “by Auto, Steam,
Electric directly into the grounds.”
Paul W. Beck (1876-1922) was one of the first military pilots, and one of the first
military officers to advocate for an air force branch independent of the Army. In
1922, Beck was shot and killed by his former friend and prominent Oklahoma oil
man Jean P. Day, who claimed Beck had assaulted his wife. Thomas D. Milling
(1887-1960) received his flight training at the Wright brothers’ aviation school,
and while not the first U.S. Army aviator recruited, he received Military Aviator
Certificate No. 1 on July 5, 1912. At this meet, Milling set a new altitude record
of 1600 feet in his Burgess biplane. Henry H. “Hap” Arnold (1886-1950) received
his flight training from the Wright brothers along with Milling. After training,
Arnold and Milling were sent to the Aeronautical Division, Signal Corps station
at College Park, Maryland, to be the Army’s first flight instructors. Arnold went
on to be Commanding General of the U.S. Army Air Forces, U.S. Air Force
General, and founder of Project RAND.
An unexpected survival from the early days of American aviation.

$1000.

Rebuilding an Idaho Mine Destroyed by Striking Miners
6. Bryan, Robert Perry and Junieta M.: [PHOTOGRAPH ALBUM OF
ROBERT PERRY BRYAN, MINING AND ELECTRICAL ENGINEER
AT BUNKER HILL MINE, IDAHO, AND HIS WIFE JUNIETA, AT THE
TURN OF THE 20th CENTURY]. [Wardner, Id.; Kellogg, Id.; Spokane, Wa.
ca. 1899-1906]. Fifty-four photographs, 3½ x 4½ inches, one on each album page,
mounted within a paper photo frame, most with manuscript captions. Lock of son
Everett’s baby hair tied in a pink ribbon laid in. Oblong small quarto. Pebbled
red cloth, silver gilt lettering to front cover. Front joint nearly broken, rear joint
weakening, wear to extremities, light soiling to boards, endpapers removed. A
few small edge tears to paper photo frames, fading or slight warping to a few
photos. Overall very good.
An intimate photo album documenting the early career and life of Robert Perry
Bryan (“Perry”) and his wife, Junieta (“June”) in northern Idaho and eastern
Washington in the early 20th century. Bryan moved to Silver Valley in northern
Idaho in 1900 to help rebuild the Bunker Hill Mine, then one of the largest mining operations in the world. In the midst of a labor strike in April 1899, a group
of miners affiliated with the Western Federation of Miners seized a Northern
Pacific train in Burke, Idaho and took it to Wardner. After a shootout with
the Bunker Hill security guards, they laid three thousand pounds of dynamite
to the concentrator and completely destroyed it. They also burned the company office, boarding house, and the home of the mine manager. Despite this,

Bunker Hill was able to rebuild quickly, and was up and running with even greater
capacity within three months.
The album begins with small photos of Perry and June, and then an image of
June with their son Everett (1901-1972) in Spokane. Scenes of the mine start
with the “Wreck of Mine,” which shows a jungle of splintered wood following
the blast. There are also group shots with the miners, and a shot of the Army
encampment at Kellogg, Idaho, including Bryan’s note that they were “colored
soldiers.” Governor Frank Steunenberg had requested that federal troops be ordered into Kellogg and the Silver Valley, and those troops included the all-black
24th Infantry Regiment (Buffalo Soldiers).
There are several scenes from a steamship on Lake Coeur d’Alene and then along
the Spokane River and Spokane Falls, including a shot of a Bunker Hill power
station on the river. In 1903, Washington Water and Power completed over eighty
miles of electrical lines between Spokane Falls and Burke, and the company was
able to upgrade to electrical machinery, likely with the help of Bryan. There
are additional shots of the Bunker Hill Mine in the course of rebuilding, and a
shot of the aerial tramway that connected the mine in Wardner with the mill in
Kellogg. Interspersed are several photos of Perry and June together at home
and visiting with friends, as well as traveling throughout the Inland Northwest,
including stops at mining locations.
A fascinating look into the heyday of mining (and labor wars) in the northwest
just as it was starting to modernize.
$1500.

Announcing Equal Pay
for African-American Troops in the Union Army
7. Carter, Solon A.: [African Americana]: [Civil War]: HEAD QUARTERS
3d DIVISION, 18th CORPS D’ARMEE. GENERAL ORDERS, No. 15.
Camp Hamilton, Va. May 1, 1864. [1]p., on an octavo sheet. Faint tideline to
upper left corner. Near fine.
An important order announcing equal pay for “colored troops” in the Union
Army, issued by Capt. Solon Carter on behalf of General E.W. Hinks. This is a
field press printing of one of Hinks’ earliest and most consequential orders upon
taking command of 3rd Division of the 18th Corps of the Union Department
North Carolina, composed entirely of United States Colored Troops (U.S.C.T.).
This order was issued over a month before Congress finally authorized equal pay
for U.S.C.T. troops on June 15, 1864. Until then, black soldiers were paid $7
per month (plus $3 for clothing), while white soldiers earned $13. The order
begins: “Soldiers of the Republic! At last justice has been awarded you by the
representatives of the nation in Congress, and you stand before the law upon an
equality with your heretofore move favored fellow soldiers of the North.”
One of Hinks’ other early orders was to appoint Carter, then captain of Company
G, 14th New Hampshire Volunteers, as Assistant Adjutant General of Volunteers
and Aide-de-Camp to Hinks. Carter later served on the staff of Gen. Charles J.
Paine (3rd Division, 25th Corps). For his service and bravery, he was breveted
Major and then Lieutenant Colonel at the end of the war. In 1900, at a meeting
of the Military Order of the Loyal Legion of the United States, Commandery of
Massachusetts, Carter presented a paper titled “Fourteen Months’ Service with
Colored Troops,” in which he praised the service of the U.S.C.T.: “The object of
the present paper is to tell in simple language, without exaggeration or embellishment, the story of what the Colored Division of the Eighteenth Corps did, and
how they did it, throwing here and there a side light upon previous descriptions of
their deeds of valor and heroism. That the lights are of such exceedingly limited
power must be attributed to the fault of the instrument, rather than lack of loyalty to the memory of the gallant officers and brave men, living and dead, whose
acts are commemorated.” Carter went on to describe their role in the Bermuda
Hundred Campaign leading up to the Siege of Petersburg, and how they earned
the respect and admiration of their fellow white soldiers.
The United States Colored Troops were regiments in the Army composed primarily of African-American soldiers, although members of other minority groups
also served, including Native Americans, Pacific Islanders, and Asian Americans.
By the end of the Civil War, U.S.C.T. regiments constituted about one-tenth
of the Union Army, although they had a casualty rate about thirty-five percent
higher than white Union troops. The U.S.C.T. fought with distinction: fifteen
U.S.C.T. soldiers received the Medal of Honor, among numerous other awards.

In July 1862, Congress passed the Confiscation Act freeing slaves whose owners
were in rebellion against the United States, and then the Militia Act of 1862
empowered the president to use former enslaved men in any capacity in the army.
Lincoln opposed early efforts to recruit black soldiers, although he approved of
the army using them as paid workers. However, once he issued the Emancipation Proclamation, recruitment of African Americans became widespread. On
May 22, 1863 the War Department issued General Order 143, establishing the
Bureau of Colored Troops to better facilitate the recruitment and mustering of
African-American soldiers. Regiments of infantry, cavalry, engineers, light artillery, and heavy artillery units were recruited from all states of the Union. 175
regiments totaling more than 178,000 “colored” soldiers served during the last
two years of the war.
U.S.C.T. regiments were led by white officers, and rank advancement was limited
for black soldiers, with very few receiving commissions. The courage displayed
by black troops during the war played an important role in African Americans

gaining new rights after the war. In his speech, “Should the Negro Enlist in the
Union Army?” delivered at National Hall, Philadelphia on July 6, 1863, Frederick
Douglass stated: “Once let the black man get upon his person the brass letter,
U.S., let him get an eagle on his button, and a musket on his shoulder and bullets in his pocket, there is no power on earth that can deny that he has earned
the right to citizenship.” Douglass was a prominent supporter of recruitment for
the U.S.C.T., and Douglass’ two sons, Lewis and Charles, were two of the first
to enlist in Massachusetts.
We could find only two copies of this general order held in institutions: Hampton
History Museum, and the University of Rochester. An important early step on
the road to racial equality in the United States armed forces.
OCLC 1101179313. Solon A. Carter, “Fourteen Months’ Service with Colored
Troops” in Civil War Papers, Read Before the Commandery of the State of Massachusetts, Military Order of the Loyal Legion of the United States (Boston: F.H. Gilson,
1900), vol. 1, pp.155-179.
$2750.

Confederate Manuscript Orders from Charleston
Amidst the Attack on Fort Sumter and the Beginning of the Civil War
8. [Civil War]: [Confederate Military]: [COLLECTION OF TWENTY-NINE
MANUSCRIPT ORDERS FROM VARIOUS CONFEDERATE OFFICERS,
INCLUDING GEN. P.G.T. BEAUREGARD, FROM CONFEDERATE HEADQUARTERS IN CHARLESTON DURING THE OPENING WEEKS OF
THE CIVIL WAR]. [Charleston & Morris Island, S.C. April 6 – May 1, 1861].
Twenty-nine manuscript documents, a few on Confederate military stationery,
the remainder on plain paper, totaling [37]pp. Original folds. Minor edge wear,
chipping to four letters resulting in minor loss. Overall very good.

The first order, on April 6, is marked “Secret” and instructs Colonel Hagood to
“establish signals, for the assembling of each company in the shortest possible
time, and necessary arrangements made for prompt transmission of orders....Arms
and equipments will be furnished on your arrival here with your command....In
order to keep down any excitement, consequent upon this order, you are directed
to execute it in as secret and quiet a manner as the nature of the case will admit
of....” The secrecy of the order itself and the call for swiftness and quiet movements of the troops clearly indicates an imminent attack.

An uncommonly-early collection of Confederate manuscript military correspondence from the opening moments of the Civil War. The orders emanate from
all levels of the Confederate military – Provisional Army, Battalion, and Brigade.
Ten of the present orders come from Gen. P.G.T. Beauregard, the commander
of Confederate troops at Charleston in the spring of 1861. Beauregard led
the Confederate attack on Fort Sumter on April 12, a decisive victory for the
Confederacy in the first battle of the Civil War. Especially interesting are the
first few orders, dated between April 6 and April 11. These orders concern the
movement of troops to Morris Island in Charleston harbor in anticipation of the
attack on nearby Fort Sumter.

Some of the later orders also focus on the management and positioning of Confederate military units on Morris Island, along with issues such as additional
appointments, troop inspections (including the German Hussars commanded by
Capt. Theodore Cordes and, later in April, the troops at Fort Sumter), permissions for furloughs and removals, movements and command transfers of officers,
regimental organizations, and reports on troop organization and conduct. An
April 23 order instructs Colonel Hagood’s regiment to report to General Simons
for posting “to the best advantage for the defence of the north End of the Island
and Batteries from Vinegar Hill to Cummings Point.”

Most of the orders are addressed to Colonel Johnson Hagood, who enlisted in the
South Carolina troops as a thirty-two-year-old lawyer from Barnwell County. He
was commissioned colonel of the 1st South Carolina Infantry, earned a promotion to Brigadier General in July 1862, and was present at the surrender of the
Confederate Army at Appomattox Court House. Besides those by Beauregard, the
other orders were issued by South Carolina Adjutant General States Rights Gist
(son of Nathaniel Gist), General Simons, and General Nelson. All of the orders
are signed by adjutants or aides to these various officers. Still, they represent a
significant and important source for early Confederate military concerns around
Charleston at the outset of the war.
A typed note dated March 1956 indicates that these were found among the papers of Dr. H.M. Bassett by his descendants, but there was no record of how he
acquired them.
An uncommon collection of Confederate manuscript artifacts from the opening
moment of the “War for Southern Independence.”
$3500.

African-American Troops from Tennessee
Commanded by Ohioans
9. Cowden, Robert: A BRIEF SKETCH OF THE ORGANIZATION AND
SERVICES OF THE FIFTY-NINTH REGIMENT OF UNITED STATES
COLORED INFANTRY, AND BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCHES. Dayton. Oh.:
United Brethren Publishing House, 1883. 293pp. Original blue cloth stamped in
gilt and blind. Soiling and edge wear to cloth, spine ends and corners worn. Front
free endpaper excised, rear hinge starting. Occasional spotting to text. Good plus.
A rare regimental history of the exploits of an African-American Civil War unit,
composed largely of freedmen from Tennessee and commanded by officers mainly
from Ohio. Initially, the name of the regiment was the First Tennessee Infantry
(African Descent), but was changed to the 59th Regiment, United States Colored
Infantry in March 1864. The regiment saw most of their action in the Volunteer
State, often against Nathan Bedford Forrest’s Confederate forces.
Cowden’s work is comprised of a history of the war from the first ordinance of
secession through the muster-out of the regiment. The history covers the organization of the regiment, their early drills, their move to Memphis, their part in
the disastrous Battle of Brice’s Cross Roads (also known as the Guntown Disaster),
and their participation in the battles at Pontotoc, Tupelo, and Harrisburg. Luckily
for them, the 59th U.S.C.T. were not present at the Battle of Fort Pillow. The
unit’s history is followed by short biographical sketches of the white officers of
the regiment, along with some of their post-war correspondence.
The author, Colonel Robert Cowden, achieved great success in organizing the
Fifty-Ninth Regiment. He also commanded the troops assigned to capture John
Wilkes Booth, and later testified at the trial of the surviving Lincoln assassination
conspirators. “The author, Colonel Cowden, was born near Mansfield, Ohio,
and at the time of writing this book, he was serving as Postmaster, at nearby
Galion, Ohio, later moving to Dayton, Ohio. Much on the Guntown Disaster”
– Midland Notes.
Not in Ryan’s Civil War Literature of Ohio. The work is well represented in
institutional holdings, but rare in the market, with no copies in Rare Book Hub
since Ernest Wessen offered a copy in 1964.
LIBRARY COMPANY AFRO-AMERICANA 2754. NEVINS I, p.75. DORNBUSCH II:1786. MIDLAND NOTES 87:123. HEARTMAN 120:449. $1500.

The Best Account by a Mexican Contemporary
of the American Conquest of Texas
10. Filisola, D. Vicente: MEMORIAS PARA LA HISTORIA LA GUERRA
DE TEJAS.... Mexico: Imprenta de Ignacio Cumplido, 1849. Two volumes bound
in one. 256,267-511; 267pp. Lacking the “Himno” leaf at the conclusion of the
first part, which was apparently never bound in. Contemporary half Mexican calf
and marbled boards, spine gilt. Minor edge wear, joints rubbed, corners bumped.
Light to moderate foxing to text, old stain on pages 167-174 of second volume.
Overall very good.
First edition of the Cumplido edition of Filisola’s memoirs (an edition was also
published by Rafael in Mexico in 1848 and 1849). The Cumplido edition provides
the best coverage of the Battle of the Alamo and the 1836 campaign. “This is
the best account by a Mexican contemporary of the American conquest of Texas.
Eugene C. Barker called it ‘the only comprehensive history of the colonization of
Texas and the Texas Revolution from the most important sources on Texas from
the 1820’s through 1837’” – Jenkins. The “Rafael edition,” published in 1848,
chronicled affairs in Texas through April 1836. The present edition includes some
material which appeared in the Rafael edition, but is essentially an entirely new
work relating events from March 1836 through July 1837.
The author was a key officer under Iturbide, and at times served as commanderin-chief and as secretary of war. He was second in command to Santa Anna during the invasion of Texas in 1835, and a commander in the Mexican War. “His
account of the Texas Revolution, especially as given in the Cumplido edition, is
particularly valuable regarding the siege of the Alamo, the invasion of the Texas
interior, the retreat after San Jacinto, and the attempted reinvasion of Texas in
the winter of 1836-1837. The volumes...are enriched with scores of original
documents and military orders unavailable elsewhere” – Jenkins.
BASIC TEXAS BOOKS 62. HOWES F126, “b.” PALAU 91612. RAINES, p.82.
SABIN 24324. REESE, BEST OF THE WEST 107.
$6500.

Pioneering Study of Infectious Diseases, with Colored Plates
11. Fisher, John D.: DESCRIPTION OF THE DISTINCT, CONFLUENT,
AND INOCULATED SMALL POX, VARILOID DISEASE, COW POX,
AND CHICKEN POX. Boston: Wells and Lilly, 1829. iv,[2],73pp., plus thirteen
stipple engravings with additional hand-coloring. Large quarto. Original drab
paper-covered boards, rebacked in modern brown cloth, new paper spine label,
new endpapers. Boards bumped, scuffed, and soiled, edges and corners worn.
Minor occasional foxing and thumb-soiling, closed tear in gutter of one leaf.
Overall very good. Untrimmed.
A rare early American medical work by John Dix Fisher, at the time a fairly recent
graduate of the Harvard Medical School. Fisher had just returned from Paris,
where he had been studying infectious diseases with various French doctors, and
the materials used for the present work were collected by Fisher during his time
overseas. It is a landmark work in American medicine for its confirmation that
small pox and chicken pox are indeed separate diseases.
The prominent feature of the work are the thirteen stipple-engraved plates featuring
the “moderate severity” of the effects of the various diseases covered in the book.
The plates show the effects of small pox on both inoculated and uninoculated
patients. Fisher dedicated the work to Dr. James Jackson, an early American
advocate of vaccination. According to Fisher’s note at the beginning of the text:
“The work which I now have the honour to dedicate to you owes its origin to
some observations which you had occasion to make during the course of lectures
delivered at the Medical College of Harvard University in the winter of 1824-5.
You there spoke particularly of the difficulties commonly experienced in distinguishing the variolous from other eruptive diseases, and mentioned it as a matter
of regret that the profession were not possessed of a series of coloured engravings
illustrative of the progress of that disorder. With the hope of being able to contribute some assistance to the labours of my medical brethren, I have undertaken
to supply this deficiency. The paintings from which the plates in this volume are
engraved...were made in the hospitals of Paris during the years 1825 and 1826,
a period at which the variolous disease prevailed epidemically in that city. They
were executed by a French artist under my own immediate direction, and were all
begun and finished at the bed-side of the patients from whom they were taken.”
The work is rather rare, mainly due to a fire that broke out at the publisher’s
warehouse that consumed much of this first edition. OCLC indicates four physical copies over four records, at the British Library, the University of Toronto,
the State Library in Berlin, and the Stanford Medical Library, but more (though
an indeterminate amount of) physical copies are catalogued in the digital book
records. In any case, the book is rare in the market, and especially interesting
for its large and detailed engravings.
WELLCOME III, p.29. WHITCOMB 3288. SHOEMAKER 38579. OCLC
560800668, 977662075, 249461588, 1078514201. CUSHING F160. HEIRS TO
HIPPOCRATES 1571 (1834 ed).
$2000.

The Last Months of the Civil War,
as Observed by an Upstate New York Schoolboy,
with Notes on Baseball as Well
12. [Geer, Harvey M.]: [MANUSCRIPT DAILY JOURNAL KEPT BY HARVEY
M. GEER OF TROY, NEW YORK, DURING THE FINAL YEAR OF THE
CIVIL WAR, WITH PASSAGES ON LEE’S SURRENDER, LINCOLN’S
ASSASSINATION AND FUNERAL PROCESSION, AND MORE, AS WELL
AS NUMEROUS MENTIONS OF LOCAL BASEBALL]. [Troy, N.Y. 1865].
[129]pp., approximately 30,000 words. Small quarto. Contemporary pre-printed
daily journal, half calf and marbled boards, printed label on front board. Boards
worn and rubbed, spine ends and corners worn. Front hinge detached, rear hinge
just starting. Quite neat and easily readable, and in very good condition internally.
An interesting homefront diary kept by a schoolboy named Harvey M. Geer of
Troy, New York during the last year of the Civil War. Geer filled the available
space for each and every day during 1865, reporting on school, piano lessons,
recreation time, visits to nearby towns, visits from family and friends, and numerous other activities. In early July, he attended a performance of “George
Christy’s minstrels” and in September, he saw “Dan Bryant’s minstrels.” The most
important entries pertain to Robert E. Lee’s surrender at Appomattox, President
Lincoln’s assassination, seeing the president’s coffin in Albany during the funeral
procession on April 26, and numerous entries of Harvey and his friends playing
baseball. Notable entries include:
April 3: “This morning we heard news that the Rebels had evacuated Petersburgh
and that we had captured Richmond. In this evenings times the Mayor requested
the citizens of Troy to illuminate their dwelling. The larger portions of the city
was illuminated and it looked very fine indeed.”
April 10: “Today we got news in this city at least that General Lee had been captured, and all of his army had surrendered to General Grant. This noon while
the Troy City Artillery were firing a salute in honor of the good news the gun
went off and shot a man[‘s] arm off....”
April 14: “This evening while the President of the United States was at a theatre
in Washington he was killed by some one firing a pistol at him, the ball entering
his head....”
April 15: “This morning we had very bad news here that President Lincoln was
dead. The stores all or very near all closed up and made the city very gloomy as
they hung their stores with black or draped them I should have said. We heard
also that Secretary Seward and son had been assinated [sic] which has been confirmed. President Lincoln died from the wound he received last [night] at the
theatre. My Mother’s Aunt Betsy died to day.”

April 17: “There is to be no performance at the theatre to night on account of
the Presidents death. This afternoon I went to Albany and took my dog with
me. When I got there I walked around the city a little while and it looked very
gloomy indeed. There was so many of the houses draped in mourning....”
April 26: “This morning the soldiers came out and marched around the city a
little while and then got on board the Vanderbilt and went down to Albany to act
as escort to Lincoln’s remains. I went this afternoon on the horse car but I was
too late to see the body although I saw his coffin and the catafalque they carried
him on. I came home on the little steamer.”
In addition to the war and assassination-related content, Geer makes several
mentions of the relatively young game of baseball. A selection of excerpts are
as follows:
April 28: “This afternoon I played a game of ball with Charlie Sinsabaugh and
Steve Williamson until it began to rain. After it had got through raining we
played some more.”
July 14: “After supper this evening we went over to the ball grounds and played
ball for a little while but some of the boys got angry and would not play. This
evening we had a baseball meeting and the boys elected me as secretary.”
July 22: “This afternoon the first nine of our club played a match game of ball
with the Zephyrs and the score stood 22 to 33.”
July 29: “To day eight boys of the first nine hired a team of Mr Morey to go to
Lanesboro to see the match game between the Zephyrs of North Williamstown
and the Faghonics of Lanesboro. The former came from the field victoriously
the score standing 40 for Zs and 14 for Fs.”
July 31: “This evening we had a game of base ball over on our new field.”
Following the diary portion are three pages of expenditures delineated by Geer,
who bought items such as candles, shoe strings, and a large amount of candy.
An excellent personal diary, with important personal reactions to the final events
of the Civil War, the assassination of Abraham Lincoln, and his funeral procession through Albany, not to mention a wealth of information on a single year in
the life of a young student in mid-19th-century New York, with much research
value on the daily life of a “regular American.”
$2850.

accompanied by substantial annotations in German, often identifying
friends and associates visited along the way. The album stands as a
rare peek at America through the eyes of Germans during a difficult
period for both countries.
The couple begins the album with a few pages onboard ship – playing
shuffleboard, lounging, and dining. They pass Halifax, and land in
New York City. Their New York pictures capture various landmarks
and “wolkenkratzen” (skyscrapers) around town, including Central
Park, Broadway, Grand Central Station, Rockefeller Center, Battery
Park, “Broadway bei Nacht” (Broadway by night), Jack Dempsey’s
Bar, and a “Blick v[on] Empire State Building” (view from the Empire
State Building).
The couple then proceeds to Toronto and Niagara Falls, where they
record typical scenes of vacations, along with industrial scenes. They
capture images of hotels in Chicago; factories, farms, and “Alte Indianergraber i[m] St Paul” (old Indian graves or mounds in Saint Paul);
businesses and friends, along with a view of the Mississippi River in
Kansas City; more friends and associates in Manhattan, Kansas; and
the typical landmarks in Washington, DC. The couple seems to have
been particularly interested in the infrastructure and mechanical workings of the businesses in the places they visited. One or both of the
vacationers were likely in business or manufacturing of some kind, as
they are keenly focused on the “kraftwerk” of American factories or
commercial operations they observed. These include the grain and
marine elevators in Buffalo; the inner workings of the Niagara “kraftwerk;” the “Kraftwerk & Hehr v[on] Mississippi” along with mills and
factories in Minnesota; grain elevators and the Southwestern Milling
Company in Kansas City; and farm machinery in Manhattan, Kansas.

Germans Visiting American “Kraftwerks” in 1936
13. [German Travelers in North America]: REISE N. NORDAMERIKA
UND CANADA M. EXPRESSDAMPFLER “BREMEN” APRIL/MAI 1936
[manuscript title]. [Bremen, Germany; onboard ship; New York City; Toronto;
Buffalo; Niagara Falls; Chicago; Minneapolis; Kansas City; Manhattan, Ks.; and
Washington, DC. April and May, 1936]. 182 vernacular photographs and ninetyfive small commercial souvenir images, from 1¾ x 2¾ inches to approximately
4 x 6 inches, mounted. Many annotated in German in an elegant hand on the
album pages. Oblong folio. Contemporary German polished calf photograph or
scrapbook album, brad-bound. Uneven toning to front cover. Internally clean
and neat. Near fine.
A fascinating, handsomely-compiled, annotated vernacular photograph album,
supplemented with souvenir thumbnail photographs, memorializing a visit to the
United States and briefly to Toronto by a well-to-do couple from Hitler’s Germany,
during the depths of the Great Depression. The title translates roughly to, “Travel
to North America and Canada on the Express Steamer ‘Bremen’ April and May
1936.” The couple records their activities onboard the Bremen, and in several
American cities and Toronto over the course of their trip. The photographs are

Particularly interesting are four pages near the end of the album. Three pages
are titled in manuscript, “Typisch Amerikanisches” (Typically American) and the
fourth is titled, “Muhlentechnisches aus U.S.A.” (Milling technology from the
U.S.A.). These pages are populated with annotated photographs of locomotives,
farm equipment, construction projects, and numerous interiors of millworks in
Buffalo and Kansas City. There is also one photograph showing five AfricanAmerican children in a park; the caption reads “Negerkinder i[m] Swope Park
v[on] Kansas City” (Negro children in Swope Park of Kansas City).
The intense focus on the industrial scenes in American here is intriguing. An
overly-suspicious cataloguer might hypothesize that this album is the result of
some kind of official or unofficial reconnaissance mission to provide Hitler’s
regime with intimate knowledge of American economic or manufacturing infrastructure. And this is not the first such example of “reconnaissance tourism”
that we have seen from this period. That said, the images in this album are not
overly formal or technical in nature, and it is most likely the result of a curious,
technologically-minded German businessman or academic interested in American
industrial development and architecture.
An evocative and informative view of America through the eyes of German travelers during the Great Depression.
$850.

From the Library of Declaration of Independence Signer
Francis Hopkinson, Given to Him by His Brother-in-Law,
Later a Noted Loyalist
14. [Hopkinson, Francis]: [Duché, Jacob]: [Butler, Samuel]: HUDIBRAS.
IN THREE PARTS. WRITTEN IN THE TIME OF THE LATE WARS.
CORRECTED AND AMENDED: WITH ADDITIONS. TO WHICH ARE
ADDED ANNOTATIONS, WITH AN EXACT INDEX TO THE WHOLE.
ADORN’D WITH A NEW SET OF CUTS, DESIGN’D AND ENGRAV’D
BY MR. HOGARTH. London: Printed for D. Midwinter and A. Ward..., 1732.
[2],214,197-400,[16 (of 24)]pp. plus seven plates (including frontispiece). Lacks the
final four leaves of the index. 12mo. Contemporary calf, rebacked, with original
backstrip laid down. Light shelf wear, corners worn. Contemporary bookplate
and presentation inscriptions (see below). One plate torn, lacking the lower left
quarter of the sheet (repaired with blank paper). One page with early manuscript
marginalia. Scattered light foxing. About very good.
A remarkable association copy, connecting two significant members of the Revolutionary generation who were also united by family intermarriage, and whose
friendship was riven by their divergent loyalties during the American Revolution.
This copy bears the bookplate of Francis Hopkinson (1737-1791), signer of the
Declaration of Independence, author and poet, composer, judge, and Pennsylvania
government official. The ANB calls him “arguably the most versatile American of
the revolutionary generation.” This book was given to Hopkinson by the noted
minister, Jacob Duché, who would shortly thereafter marry Hopkinson’s sister,
and who famously broke with the cause of liberty during the Revolution.
A front fly leaf bears the presentation inscription, “The Present of Mr. Jacob Duché Junr. to Francis Hopkinson December 1757.” The same hand has signed the
titlepage with the names of Jacob Duché and Francis Hopkinson and the date 1757.
On that page Duché’s name has been crossed out, indicating that the inscriptions
are likely in the hand of Duché, and that he crossed out his own name on the
titlepage when he gave the book to Francis Hopkinson. Jacob Duché and Francis
Hopkinson had a long and complicated friendship, dating back at least to their
college days at the College of Philadelphia (later the University of Pennsylvania).
In 1760, three years after giving him this book, Duché married Hopkinson’s sister,
Elizabeth. Francis Hopkinson was a prolific author and musician, and published
forty poems before the Revolution. A copy of Hudibras, Samuel Butler’s famous
satirical poem on English politics, would have been a welcome and influential
gift. “During the Revolution Hopkinson wrote a number of ballads and essays
poking fun at the British cause and the Loyalists. ‘The Birds, the Beasts, and the
Bat,’ written in Hudibrastic verse, served to ridicule those persons who tried to
take both sides during the Revolution” – ANB.
It is impossible not to believe that one of those targets of Hopkinson’s ridicule
was the gifter of the present edition of Hudibras, his brother-in-law, Jacob Duché.
Duché (1738-98), born into a wealthy Philadelphia family, was only twenty-two

years old when he married Elizabeth Hopkinson. He would go on to become a
prominent minister and religious leader in Philadelphia, noted for his well-written
sermons and essays. In 1774 he was asked to serve as the chaplain to the Continental Congress, and he therefore gained political prominence as well, displaying
an apparent zeal for liberty. Duché resigned his official position with the Congress
in October, 1776, having concluded that the Declaration of Independence – signed
just three months earlier by his friend and brother-in-law – would not serve as
a tool for reconciliation with England. When the British captured Philadelphia
Duché was imprisoned by General Howe, and came to a permanent change of
heart regarding the revolutionary cause. In 1777 he wrote a rash letter to George
Washington urging that Washington undo the Declaration of Independence and
negotiate a peace. The publication of the letter destroyed Duché’s career, and
“those whose hearts had thrilled to Duché’s eloquence now cursed him as a traitor,
and even Hopkinson wrote him a burning letter of protest” (DAB). Duché and his
family soon exiled themselves to London. The conclusion of the Revolutionary
War did not provide Duché with an opportunity to return to the United States
– anti-Loyalist sentiments were still too raw. It was not until 1792 (having by
then taken up the tenets of Swedenborgianism), that Duché and his family finally
returned to Philadelphia, where he lived the rest of his life.
Francis Hopkinson’s bookplate was engraved by the noted artist and engraver,
Henry Dawkins, one of the early engravers in the colonies. Dawkins was born in
England but came to New York City in 1754. He found work engraving bookplates,
maps, and music in New York and then in Philadelphia before returning again
to New York in 1774. He was arrested there in 1776 and charged with counterfeiting paper money (apparently not for the first time), for which he was jailed.
Later that year he petitioned the New York Provincial Congress for release, but
the record of Dawkins’s life ends there, and we do not know what became of him.
This is a later edition of Samuel Butler’s famous epic poem, first published in
three parts in London beginning in 1663. An edition containing all three parts
together was first published in 1684. This edition contains seven engravings
by William Hogarth. In the present edition parts two and three have separate
titlepages, and that of part three bears the imprint, “printed for B. Motte. The
text is continuous, despite the pagination.
A remarkable volume – a gift of youthful friendship, inspirational to a signer
of the Declaration of Independence, whose long and close friendship with his
brother-in-law would become a casualty of conflicting loyalties during the American Revolution.
ESTC N17078. DAB IX, pp.220-23; V, 476-77. ANB 11, pp.190-92; 7, pp.4-5.
$7500.

Japanese-American Directory for California
on the Eve of World War II
15. [Japanese Americana]: [California]: RAFU NENKAN [in Japanese characters] THE YEAR BOOK AND DIRECTORY 1939 – 1940. [Los Angeles]:
The Rafu Shimpo, 1939. [78],80,[10],586,[2]pp. Original limp gray cloth stamped
in gilt. Minor dust-soiling, moderate edge wear. Presentation label from a Japanese couple gifting the book to the University of Toronto on the final leaf, with
deaccession stamp, otherwise internally clean. Very good.
An exceedingly rare edition of an important Japanese-American directory composed mainly for the residents of Los Angeles and the greater California community, but also including listings for Japanese Americans living across the United
States. The directory was issued by the Los Angeles Japanese Daily News, the
Rafu Shimpo. The work is comprised of several distinct sections, beginning with
a long, photographically-illustrated section featuring Japanese-American business
leaders and both interiors and exteriors of Japanese-American owned businesses,
and a Japanese-language section called the “Los Angeles City Index.”
This is followed by a collection of “English Articles,” including a three-page entry
on the “Nisei Economic Scene” and a longer section on clubs and organizations in
southern California. These organizations include alumni associations, Boy Scout
troops, religious organizations, fraternal organizations, and more.
The main portion of the directory begins with an Index, indicating listings for
Los Angeles and about 200 other California cities, as well as contact information for Japanese Americans in Arizona, Colorado, Idaho, Illinois, Louisiana,
Minnesota, Nebraska, Nevada, New Jersey, New Mexico, New York, Oklahoma,
Oregon, Pennsylvania, Texas, Utah, Virginia, Washington state, Washington D.C.,
Wyoming, and Mexico. The name of each person or business is printed in both
Japanese and English.
As with the great majority of directories, the listings are interspersed with advertisements for local businesses, mostly for Los Angeles in this case. Examples
include the Yokohama Specie Bank, Nichibei Securities Co., Miyako-Kiku Sake,
North American Mercantile Co., Japanese Hospital of Los Angeles, Pacific Printing Company, Kyosai Drug Co., the Kirin Brewery, and many more. Barker Bros.
Japanese Department, the “World [sic] Largest Home Furnishing Organization”
advertises on the rear cover, including an image of their building stamped in gilt.
OCLC reports seven copies of other volumes in the series, and the Japanese
American National Museum holds six copies from 1907 to 1941; but as far as we
can tell, none of these institutions hold a copy of this directory of 1939-1940.
A rare and important Japanese-American directory printed in Los Angeles just a
couple of short years before American entry into World War II and the JapaneseAmerican internment period.
JAPANESE AMERICAN NATIONAL MUSEUM PRE-WORLD WAR II PERIOD ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY 29. OCLC 215317972, 894706903,
1048361771, 663495137 (other eds).
$2500.

American Propaganda Leaflets Used During the Korean War
16. [Korean War]: [Peterson, Curtis D.]: [COLLECTION OF KOREAN
WAR PROPAGANDA LEAFLETS, SOME WITH ACCOMPANYING
LETTERS FROM THE FAR EAST COMMAND’S PSYCHOLOGICAL
WARFARE SECTION]. [Tokyo & San Francisco. 1953]. Thirty propaganda
leaflets, twelve accompanied by an explanatory letter, and six pages of associated
war-related papers. In English, Chinese, and Russian. Leaflets with minor toning, but generally in excellent condition. Tape stains and short fold separations
to associated papers. Overall very good.

The leaflets emanate from the Psychological Warfare Section of the First Radio
Broadcasting and Leaflet Group at the Headquarters of the Far East Command in
Tokyo, and the headquarters of the Eighth United States Army in San Francisco.
The collection was apparently retained by a soldier named Curtis D. Peterson,
whose signature appears on two of the related papers. Almost half of the leaflets
are accompanied by typed explanatory text that includes an English translation
of the text of the leaflet, remarks on the leaflet’s intent, and instructions about
to whom the leaflet is targeted.

A rare collection of American and United Nations propaganda leaflets, practically all of which were designed to influence Chinese and Russian soldiers and
other Communist agents during the Korean War. The targets for the leaflets
include the Chinese Communist Forces, the North Korean Army, “Mountaineers
in the Southern Security Command Area,” and “Russian Speaking Jet Pilots.”

One leaflet, aimed at the North Korean Army, is designed to “show another winter
of war and death approached while communists stall at peace talks.” The leaflet
shows a striking image of a “retouched photograph of [the] head of [a] communist
soldier in winter uniform. Face is skeleton.”

Another leaflet warns members of the Chinese Communist Forces in Korea
against the new “Russian inspired Marriage Law.” The leaflet is designed to
alert Chinese soldiers that “If you should die in Russia’s war, your families will
live in much more suffering.” The front of the leaflet shows a Chinese woman
hanging dead in a noose.
A third example, printed in Russian, encourages “Russian-speaking jet pilots to
defect with a jet-type aircraft.” It is addressed from the Far East Command to
the “Brave Pilots of Jet Aircraft” and calls for the pilots to “free themselves from
Communist yoke and start a new better life, with proper honor in the free world.”
To demonstrate the range of approaches taken, one piece is a calendar and paper
Chinese chess game issued in December 1952 by the Psychological Warfare Division at the headquarters of the Eighth United States Army in Korea (EUSAK).
The text indicates that the package is targeted at “Chinese PaW” (Prisoners at
War?) and intended to provide a simple New Year’s greeting, along with a mention of the “source of the gifts,” the United Nations forces. Titles of some of
the other leaflets include “The Rape of Manchuria,” “7,500 Infantry Companies

Destroyed,” “Russia’s War,” “Corruption in Red China,” “Frostbite,” and “Where
is the Communist Air Force?”
Five of the leaflets appear to be anti-American propaganda - one employing
the image of a mother and another an image of a wife - to encourage American
soldiers to abandon the war effort. The third leaflet subtlely uses quotes from
American sources and propagandistic language to discourage American soldiers
from showing bravery in battle. The last two leaflets appear to be photocopies of
anti-American safe conduct passes known to have been dropped behind American
lines by North Korea toward the end of the war.
The six pages of associated paperwork are mostly comedic forms, likely designed
to help soldiers pass the time in camp during the war. The forms include two
copies of a partially-printed sheet titled, “I’m Going Home” (both filled out by
Curtis Peterson), one is called “The Korean Commandments of 1952,” and another contains the lyrics of the “Swan Song of the 8225.”
A substantial collection of Korean War propaganda, providing examples of antiRussian and anti-Chinese sentiments during the early years of the Cold War.
$1250.

First American Edition of an Important Pacific Voyage
17. La Pérouse, Jean François: A VOYAGE ROUND THE WORLD. PERFORMED IN THE YEARS 1785, 1786, 1787, 1788...TO WHICH ARE
ADDED, A VOYAGE FROM MANILLA TO CALIFORNIA, BY DON
ANTONIO MAURELLE: AND AN ABSTRACT OF THE VOYAGE AND
DISCOVERIES OF THE LATE CAPT. G. VANCOUVER. Boston: Printed
for Joseph Bumstead, 1801. 333pp. Contemporary tree calf, rebacked in modern
calf, ruled in gilt, gilt leather label. Corners and edges worn, boards moderately
rubbed. Bookplate on front pastedown (see below). Moderate tanning, scattered
foxing. Good plus.
This copy bears the bookplate on the front pastedown of James Edge Partington
(1854-1930), the well-respected British anthropologist who was especially interested in Pacific island ethnology.
The rare first American edition of one of the most important Pacific voyages.
The La Pérouse account was first published in Paris in French in 1797, and
in English in 1798. This is one of the earliest Pacific voyages to appear in an
American edition and, published much less modestly than the French and British editions, would have been the way the average American would have learned
about La Pérouse’s important surveys of the Pacific coast and his descriptions of
native Americans there. This is also the first American version (although only
a précis) of Vancouver’s voyage, first published in London in 1798. The 1781
voyage of Spanish naval officer Francisco Antonio Mourelle (incorrectly spelled
in this edition’s title) went from the Philippines to the South Pacific, where he
explored in the vicinity of New Guinea and the Tonga Islands before sailing to
Mexico. Howes is inaccurate in his pagination of this edition, and the Hill copy
contains a map that was added later.
HILL 976. SABIN 38966. HOWES L93. FORBES 331. SHAW & SHOEMAKER
789. FERGUSON 333. KROEPELIEN 1331.
$2750.

With Important Maps of Oregon Territory
18. Linn, Lewis F.: IN SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES. JUNE 6, 1838...
REPORT: [TO ACCOMPANY SENATE BILL No. 206.] THE SELECT
COMMITTEE, TO WHICH WAS REFERRED A BILL TO AUTHORIZE
THE PRESIDENT...TO OCCUPY THE OREGON TERRITORY.... [Washington]: Blair & Rives, 1838. 23pp. plus two folding maps. Gathered signatures,
with new stitching. Light soiling and foxing, small closed tear at inner margin
of first map (image not affected). Very good. Untrimmed. In half morocco and
cloth slipcase and cloth chemise, spine gilt.

This is the famous report by Senator Linn urging the
United States to occupy the Oregon Territory at a time
when it was under the dual control of the United States
and Great Britain (25th Congress, 2d Session. Senate 470).
Included in the report is a description of the route used
by the Whitman-Spalding party. “Although the major
part of Gray’s log was destroyed, the most vital portion
has been preserved, in the form of an extract covering
the dates May 7 - May 21 by Charles Bulfinch [printed
herein], as he says, because it determines the right of the
United States to the honor of discovering the river, and
consequently to the right of jurisdiction over the country
adjacent” - Eberstadt. The first map, by Washington Hood, shows Oregon Territory west of the Rockies, showing locations of trading depots and forts occupied
by the Hudson Bay Company. The second map is a chart of the Columbia River
for ninety miles from its mouth. “Hood’s map was drawn to illustrate the report
of Senator Linn on a Bill to authorize the President to occupy the Oregon Territory. Linn was an exponent of the direct action, and he said of this map that it
was believed to be the most correct, and furnishes the most recent and authentic
information of any yet published” - Wheat.
HOWES L364. EBERSTADT 119. WAGNER-CAMP 69c. GRAFF 4380. STREETER SALE 3348. WHEAT TRANSMISSISSIPI WEST 433. PHILLIPS MAPS,
pp.641,244.
$1500.

Bird’s-Eye View of a Small Nebraska Town
19. [Nebraska Photographica]: [PANORAMIC PHOTOGRAPH OF AURORA,
NEBRASKA]. [N.p., presumably Aurora or Lincoln, Ne. ca. 1910]. Panoramic
photograph, 6½ x 21½ inches. Mounted to backing board. Manuscript caption
on verso, light edge wear, minor dust-soiling. Very good.
An attractive panoramic photograph depicting the central Nebraska town of
Aurora in the first decade of the 20th century. Located about seventy miles west
of the state capital of Lincoln, the town numbered about 2,000 residents at the
time. The image shows a somewhat dense town center, with a Gothic courthouse
(completed in 1894) and town square surrounded by storefronts and houses. A
few businesses can be made out from billboards or painted signs, including Cremo
and Henry George 5-cent Cigar. The scene shows the town at a rather sleepy
moment, with only a few horse-drawn carriages and a handful of automobiles on
the streets. Though the image is unsigned, noted photographer John Wesley
Elarton was living in Aurora at the time this photograph was taken, and it was
likely taken by him.
A rare image capturing a small town on the Plains during a time of transition just
before the automobile took over the world.
$750.

Documenting Police Brutality
Against African Americans in the Early 1950s
20. [New York State Civil Rights Congress]: [Harlem Civil Rights Congress]:
MAYOR IMPELLITTERI: END POLICE MURDER ON THE STREETS
OF NEW YORK. New York: New York State Civil Rights Congress, Harlem
Civil Rights Congress, [n.d., but 1951]. Broadside, 11 x 8½ inches. Old fold.
Half-inch closed tear at top margin (no text affected), a few small edge chips,
some tanning. Very good.
Small broadside chronicling instances of police beating and murdering black
and brown New Yorkers, while failing to otherwise effectively patrol in the same
communities. One of the victims, “Henry Fields, Negro, 27,” was shot in the
neck; “police allege that Fields ‘ran from the scene’ of a minor traffic accident.”
Witness testimony contradicted this, and surprisingly (for 1951), a grand jury investigation was held. Less surprisingly, the grand jury declined to bring charges,
despite the advocacy of District Attorney Miles McDonald. The other cases
mentioned - “Murdered by three policemen, Edwin Gonzales 17, Puerto Rican”;
“Brutally beaten by four policemen, William Delany, Negro, 29, crippled victim
of infant paralysis”; and Mary Provost “Negro, widowed mother of 2 children,
raped by five armed white attackers” - follow similar patterns. The activists call
for the firing of and criminal trials for the police officers involved, bringing Mary
Provost’s rapists to trial, and “Financial compensation for all families!” “No one
is safe! Violence began first against the Negro people, then Puerto Ricans...so
that the other people of this country will be deluded into thinking they are ‘safe’.”
Vincent R. Impellitteri was mayor of New York, 1950-53, following William
O’Dwyer, though he was not supported by Tammany Hall. Not long after Impellitteri’s inauguration, the Kings County District Attorney arrested bookie Harry
Gross and launched a corruption investigation that ultimately caused nearly
500 police officers of all ranks to resign, retire, or be fired. Impellitteri openly
opposed the corruption and fired anyone in his administration who had been
associated with O’Dwyer.
An unfortunately timely reminder that issues of police brutality against minority
communities have been with us for a long time.
$450.

Viewing the Emancipation Proclamation
in a Magic Lantern Show
21. [Ohio]: [Magic Lantern Show]: IS COMING! GRAND EXHIBITION!
PYLE & M’DONALD’S GREAT STEREOPTICON PANORAMA OF CHOICE
SELECTIONS OF FOREIGN AND DOMESTIC VIEWS. FINE OPPORTUNITY FOR PARENTS AND SCHOOL CHILDREN...[caption title].
Zanesville, Oh.: Times Recorder Show Printing House, [ca. 1880]. Letterpress
broadside, 22¼ x 8½ inches. Minor even toning, numerous closed tears, two old
tape repairs to verso. Good condition.
A striking broadside advertising a stereopticon magic lantern show in Ohio in
the latter-19th century. The advertisement describes the presentation in great
detail, including sacred views such as the story of Samson and Delilah and the
Resurrection of Christ; views of “Noted Places and Events” important in American history, such as the Emancipation Proclamation, Valley Forge, the “Death
Bed Scene of Garfield,” and more; “Comic Pictures, with Movable Slides Giving
Natural Motions to the Pictures” ranging from a woman riding a mule to “Chinese Acrobats” to a “schoolgirl jumping a rope,” and other scenes. The bottom
of the broadside lists admission prices and a money-back guarantee, along with
blank lines for the venue, date, and time of the show. Interestingly, the text of
the broadside presents the show as an educational opportunity for youth, inviting
children under twelve to pay just a dime and allowing those under five to attend
for free. Plus, the notable placement of the word, “Panorama” harkens back to
earlier movable shows and educational toys such as those made by Milton Bradley,
with which contemporary audiences were certainly familiar.
Stereopticon lantern shows were also early precursors of cinema. A machine that
resembles later film projectors would cast backlit photographic images onto a
surface, then dissolve one picture into another. Projectionists often sent candlelight or lamplight through stereopticons to project the images, but later employed
stronger light sources, such as limelight, hence the cinematic term.
OCLC records just a single institutional copy of the present broadside, at the
Getty Research Center.
OCLC 80691753.
$500.

A Pair of Documents Concerned with the Snyder Rebellion
in Pennsylvania in 1809,
an Early “States’ Rights” Challenge Involving
Chief Justice Marshall and President Madison
22. [Pennsylvania]: [Snyder Rebellion]: RESOLUTIONS OF THE PENNSYLVANIA ASSEMBLY. [Philadelphia]. April 3, 1809. Letterpress broadside,
10 x 8 inches, docketed in manuscript on verso. Minor wrinkling, old folds, some
mathematical computations on verso. Very good. [with:] [AUTOGRAPH LETTER,
SIGNED, FROM JOHN HEINER TO SAMUEL JOHNSON OF NEWTON,
NEW JERSEY, COMMENTING ON THE SNYDER REBELLION]. Indiana,
Pa. May 8, 1809. [2]pp. on a folded folio sheet. Docketed in manuscript on verso.
Old folds, minor foxing, small chip to lower edge. Very good.
An interesting pair of documents relating to the “Snyder Rebellion” – a shortlived, controversial, early American “States’ Rights” challenge to a prolonged
legal dispute that pitted federal authority against Pennsylvania claims from 1778
to 1809. The rebellion – which manifested itself as a brief period of political
resistance – was an attempt by the governor of Pennsylvania, Simon Snyder, to
prevent enforcement of the final judgement by the Supreme Court in the Gideon
Olmstead case. “Republicans anxious to demonstrate that the federal government
in their hands would respect the rights of states found the case embarrassing;
Federalist newspapers gleefully pounced upon it as an example of their opponents’ hypocrisy. The issue split Pennsylvania Republicans” – Founders Online.
Beyond the political embarrassment the case caused President Madison, it was
also an example of Supreme Court Chief Justice John Marshall’s expanding view
of federal power as opposed to state prerogatives.
The situation began in 1778, when Gideon Olmstead, a Connecticut resident who
had been impressed into the British Navy, and three compatriots mutinied and
took over a British vessel, the Active, during the American Revolution. When
the Active sailed into American waters, it was captured by a Pennsylvania-owned
ship, the Convention. A dispute arose over the maritime prize for the captured
vessel. Pennsylvania courts awarded the prize to several interested parties, including the state of Pennsylvania, while the United States Supreme Court awarded the
entirety of the prize to Olmstead and his fellow mutineers. Pennsylvania did not
concur, and the case dragged on for the next thirty years. In 1803, federal courts
awarded the entirety of the prize to Olmstead; Pennsylvania did not comply. Finally, in February 1809, Chief Justice John Marshall ordered that payment of the
full maritime prize be made to Olmstead, issuing a legal opinion that state courts
and legislatures do not have the right to annul federal court decisions.
One week later, federal marshals showed up to serve papers to the surviving
daughters of former Pennsylvania state treasurer David Rittenhouse, who had

The first document here is entitled
Resolutions of the Pennsylvania Assembly, and was produced by Snyder in
concert with the Pennsylvania state
legislature in the midst of the Snyder Rebellion. It prints a series of
resolutions railing against the “unconstitutional exercise of power in
the United States’ courts.” Snyder
and the Pennsylvania Assembly argue
that the Constitution does not satisfactorily address disputes between
state and federal authorities. The
document ultimately calls on the
“Senators in Congress...to use their
influence to procure an amendment
to the constitution of the United
States, that an impartial tribunal may
be established, to determine disputes
between the general and state governments....” The document is signed in
type by the speakers of both houses
of the Pennsylvania Assembly and
Governor Snyder. No copies of the
broadside appear in OCLC, and no
copies appear in auction records;
it is a unique example, as far as we
can tell.

become legally responsible for paying Pennsylvania’s share of the maritime prize
to Olmstead after Rittenhouse failed to secure a bond to indemnify himself should
the state judgement be reversed. When they arrived, the marshals found the
daughters’ house surrounded by state militiamen at the order of Governor Snyder.
The marshals were able to gain entry to the house and arrest one of Rittenhouse’s
daughters. At a writ hearing for Rittenhouse’s daughter, William Tilghman of
the Pennsylvania Supreme Court sided with federal authorities and ruled that the
federal government held jurisdiction in the original Olmstead dispute.
During the events of the spring of 1809, Governor Snyder wrote a letter to
President James Madison, calling on the author of the Virginia Resolutions to
side with state authority. Snyder expected sympathy, which he did not receive.
Madison sided with the federal government, pointing out to Snyder that he was
duty-bound not only to agree with the decisions of the Supreme Court, but actively enforce them as the executive power in the country. Seeing no way out,
Governor Snyder backed down and paid the $18,000 owed to Olmstead and his
fellow petitioners. The case stands as an early example of the tensions between
state and federal authority in the United States.

The second document is an autograph letter, signed, written in 1809
by a Pennsylvania man named John
Heiner, writing from Indiana, Pennsylvania. The letter is posted from nearby
New Alexandria. Heiner’s letter regarding the Snyder Rebellion reads, in part:
“what do you think of Snyders army Since they are all taken prisoners = god send
they all will be hung, and Snyder be the hang man and after they are all hung =
then Gen. Laycock is to Hang Snyder = and so in Rotation until every Snyder
write [Snyderite] is hung.” Heiner also addresses the Embargo Act, as his letter
continues “let me know how you New Jersey people or French lads feel since
the Embargo is taken [care] of – we all feel here as free and Independent people
but before we cood [sic] not....” Clearly, Heiner was no fan of the Embargo Act,
and he was not alone. Many northeastern shipping concerns bitterly opposed
President Jefferson’s policy, which effectively ended all trade with Europe during the current war between France and England. The Embargo Act had just
been superseded by the Non-Intercourse Act, which went into effect on March
1, 1809, and allowed trade to Europe, except for France and England. Hence,
Heiner’s relief.
A fascinating pair of unique documents relating to a little-known states’ rights
clash in Pennsylvania in the federal period of the United States.
“Madison’s First Public Crisis: Olmstead v. the Executrices of the Late David
Rittenhouse,” Founder’s online website.
$2750.

Important, Early Study of the Mormons in Utah
23. Remy, Jules, and Julius Brenchley: A JOURNEY TO GREAT-SALTLAKE CITY WITH A SKETCH OF THE HISTORY, RELIGION AND
CUSTOMS OF THE MORMONS, AND AN INTRODUCTION OF THE
RELIGIOUS MOVEMENT IN THE UNITED STATES. London: W. Jeffs,
1861. Two volumes. [2],cxxxi,[1],508; vii,[1],605,[1]pp., plus ten plates and folding
map. Original blindstamped purple cloth, spines gilt. Spine extremities expertly
repaired. Quite clean internally. Very good overall.

First English translation, after the French language first edition of the previous year.
Recounts the authors’ trip from San Francisco to Salt Lake City in 1855, where
they stayed for one month. Frenchmen, they “were fascinated by the Mormons,
and much of this book is devoted to the new American religion” (Wagner-Camp).
They also went to Hawaii. The folding map traces the authors’ route. Contains
some notes on the vocabulary of the native Indian tribes. A key Mormon item.
HOWES R210. MINTZ 389. PILLING, PROOF-SHEETS 3219. SABIN 64594.
WAGNER-CAMP 364:2. MONAGHAN 1220. FLAKE 6867. FORBES 2447.
BIBLIOTHECA SCALLAWAGIANA 59. REESE, BEST OF THE WEST 144
(note).
$1850.

Photographs of a Significant Early Seattle Hotel,
and an Important Public Works Project
24. [Seattle Photographica]: [Brunson, W.W.]: [SIX ALBUMEN PHOTOGRAPHS TAKEN BY W.W. BRUNSON, FEATURING THE “OLD WASHINGTON HOTEL” DURING THE FIRST DENNY HILL REGRADE].
[Seattle. Before 1906]. Six albumen photographs, five 6¼ x 8¼ inches, one 4½ x
7½ inches, all mounted on card (three with explanatory notes on the verso of the
mounts). Minor surface wear, light soiling. Overall very good.
A collection of six photographs featuring the “Old Washington Hotel” during its
brief and doomed life atop Denny Hill in Seattle, before the hill was razed during
the first phase of the Denny Regrade. Construction on “The Scenic Hotel of the
West” began in 1890, but moved slowly, due to squabbling among the developers,
and halted altogether three years later as a result of the Panic of 1893. The hotel
stood unfinished for the next decade, until it was bought by James Moore and
opened for a brief time before Denny Hill was regraded and eventually eliminated
altogether. The “Old Washington Hotel” was destroyed in the process.
Denny Hill was one of the original seven hills of Seattle, named after one of
the city’s founding families. Denny Hill was regraded for the first time beginning in 1898 and over the course of the first decade of the 20th century. The
remainder of the hill east of Fifth Avenue was flattened during Denny Regrade
No. 2 in 1929-1930. The neighborhood where Denny Hill once stood is now
called Denny Triangle, and is one of the hottest developments in Seattle in the
first decades of the 21st century.
The verso of one of the present photographs is signed “W.W. Brunson Portage,
Wash.,” identifies the subject of the photograph as “Hotel Washington 4th and
Virginia,” and is annotated with a short passage about Brunson. The passage
reads: “Mr. Brunson took these pictures of the Washington Hotel with his camera.
He came to Seattle in 1885. Was a pupil of old Denny & Central Schools. Been
living on Vashon 3 yrs.” W.W. Brunson’s neighborhood of Portage is located
in Vashon, Washington, only about twenty miles from the Seattle city center.
He is not listed in Mautz’s Biographies of Western Photographers, and was likely a
talented amateur.
An important series of six photographs of a long-gone Seattle hotel in the midst
of one of the city’s most important and notable development projects.
$1950.

An extraordinarily-rare power of attorney document
granting Samuel May Williams the right to represent
and sell three separate eleven-league grants given by
the Mexican government to Jose Maria de Aguirre,
Rafael Aguirre, and Tomas de la Vega in Texas in the
early 1830s. The document is signed in ink, “Identificado Maceo Garcia Ramos,” perhaps a clerk or
notary public in the governmental office at Saltillo,
the capital of Coahuila y Tejas. The document identifies the place of execution of the document as “Leona
Vicario,” which was the official name for Saltillo
between 1827 and 1831.
Following the Mexican government’s reworking of
the Colonization Law of Coahuila and Texas in April
1832, Americans were barred from attaining empresario status in Texas. Tracts of land measuring eleven
leagues were thereafter available for purchase by
wealthy Mexican ranchers and speculators. Some of
these Mexican speculators bought or obtained elevenleague grants from Mexico and then re-sold them to
Anglo-American land developers such as Stephen F.
Austin or his right-hand man Samuel May Williams.
Austin and Williams had for a long time held a virtual
monopoly on land acquisition in central Texas, and they
tried to retain their position by buying eleven-league
plots from Mexican speculators whenever possible.

Stephen F. Austin’s Close Associate
Obtains Land to Sell Near Present-Day Waco
25. [Texas]: [Williams, Samuel May]: EN LA CIUDAD DE LEONA VICARIO
A LOS CINCO DIAS DEL MES DE MAYO...REQUIERA Y EN DERECHO
SEA NECESARIO A DON SAMUEL MAY WILLIAMS, VECINO DE LA
VILLA DE AUSTIN ESPECIAL PARA QUE A NOMBRE DE LOS OTORGANTES Y EN REPRESENTACION DE SUS PROPIAS PERSONAS...
[beginning and interior text]. [N.p., but very likely Saltillo. May 5, 1832]. Printed
on a single sheet, 9 x 11 inches. Text in Spanish, with manuscript signature and
marginalia. Shallow chipping along left edge, some small holes (some repaired with
tissue), a few short splits just touching a few letters of text. Overall very good.

The tracts of land relevant to the current document, belonging to the Aguirre
brothers and Tomas Vega, were situated along the Brazos River near modern-day
Waco. The Vega tract would later become the source of a controversial legal
battle. After Austin’s arrest in Mexico City in 1833, Williams sold the Vega grant
to Austin’s cousin, Sophia St. John for $2,500. When the tract was re-sold in the
1840s, a dispute arose after Vega claimed he had never given Williams permission
to sell the land and that the power of attorney supposedly signed by Vega was a
forgery. Vega admitted that he and the Aguirres granted Williams permission
to mark off their eleven-league tracts, but he denied ever giving Williams the
power to sell the land.
Not in Streeter’s Bibliography of Texas nor in Wilkie’s Lilly Texana.

$2500.

on a folded folio sheet, with integral blank. Old horizontal fold, mild edge wear.
Near fine.
A rare decree from a tumultuous time in the history of Mexican Texas, issued
during the period when Santa Anna resigned his presidency to fight rebels and
consolidate his power in northern Mexico and Texas. It is a document that
encapsulates the struggle between the centralist and federalist forces at work in
Mexico during this time. Here, the interim president of Mexico, Miguel Barragán
reinforces Santa Anna’s call for a restoration of order in the state of Coahuila
and Texas. This decree was promulgated by the Secretary of the Interior, José
María Gutiérrez de Estrada.
While the language in the first section of this edict might sound like it refers
to the growing unrest of the rebels in modern-day Texas, the “restoration of
public order” at hand here pertains to the continuing tensions between political
adversaries in Coahuila, particularly in Monclova and Leona Victoria (Saltillo).
Political actors in each city had previously fought over the dictatorial machinations
of Santa Anna, the location of the capital of Coahuila, and the candidacies for
upcoming federal and state congressional elections, which would have certainly
also affected potential political candidates in Texas. Certain dissidents, such as
former Coahuila and Texas governor Francisco Vidaurri y Villaseñor, who had
openly rebelled against Santa Anna’s dissolution of Congress and consolidation
of dictatorial power, were barred as candidates to the coming elections.
This decree was issued by Miguel Barragán, who was serving as interim president
of Mexico after Santa Anna resigned, albeit temporarily, and declared himself
“General Presidente.” Santa Anna then raised an army and headed north to quell
rebels in Zacatecas, where he ransacked the city and plundered the local silver
mine, which occurred just a couple of weeks before this decree was issued. Later,
fearing that Santa Anna would then turn his attentions to Coahuila, the governor
of Coahuila, Agustín Viesca dissolved the legislature and actually attempted to
move the capital to San Antonio. In this act, he was unsuccessful.
“The strife between Monclova and Leona Vicario still smoldered, and this evidently was Santa Anna’s way of telling them he had quelled it, and that was that”
– Eberstadt (who sold the last retail copy on record for $175 in 1963).

“To Restore the Public Order
in the State of Coahuila and Texas” in 1835
26. [Texas]: Barragán, Miguel: PRIMERA SECRETARIA DE ESTADO. DEPARTAMENTO DEL INTERIOR. EL EXMO. SR. PRESIDENTE INTERINO
DE LOS ESTADOS-UNIDOS MEXICANOS....PARA RESTABLEER EL
ORDEN PUBLICO EN EL ESTADO DE COAHUILA Y TEJAS...[caption
title and later portion of text]. Mexico City. May 23, 1835. [1]p., 9¼ x 8 inches,

Streeter notes three copies of this decree: his own (which sold at the sale of his
collection in 1966 for $25 to Ken Nebenzahl), one at Yale, and one at the Archivo General del Estado in San Luis Potosí. Two physical copies are reported
in OCLC, at the University of Southern California and the University of Texas
at Arlington. We can find no other physical copies in institutions, though some
may be accounted for in a microfilm record in OCLC (21580553).
A rare Streeter Texas item illustrating the political chaos in Mexico during Santa
Anna’s consolidation of power just before he would lose Texas to the revolutionaries.
STREETER TEXAS 834. STREETER SALE 338. EBERSTADT 162:369. OCLC
51962974.
$2000.

An Alabama Congressman Argues Against Lynching Laws
27. Tyson, John R.: THE ANTILYNCHING BILL. SPEECH OF HON.
JOHN R. TYSON OF ALABAMA IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES. WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 18, 1922. Washington. 1922. 15pp. Original
printed self-wrappers. Minor chipping to edges and at spine head. Light toning.
Very good.
A speech denouncing the Dyer Anti-Lynching Bill, using typical states’ rights
arguments, delivered by Alabama Congressman John Russell Tyson. Directed at
punishing lynching and mob violence, the Anti-Lynching Bill was introduced in
1918 by Representative Leonidas C. Dyer, a Republican from St. Louis in an attempt to make lynching a federal crime. The bill stalled and was reintroduced in
subsequent sessions through 1921. The bill finally passed the House on January
26, 1922, but its passage was halted by a filibuster by Southern Democrats in the
Senate. Here, Tyson argues that the bill is an unconstitutional attempt by the
“police powers of the federal government” to infringe on states’ rights. Tyson
argues that the purpose of the proposed law is already covered by the tenets of
the equal protection clause of the Fourteenth Amendment, and that enforcement
of such laws should be left to the states. States’ rights politicians would continue
to argue in the decades to come that anti-lynching laws were unnecessary, and
many in the public would continue to feel that lynchings were a suitable corrective to crimes committed by African-American men, most notably the rape of
white women.
The long history of anti-lynching legislation beginning with the Dyer Anti-Lynching
Bill has continued to the present day. On February 26, 2020, the U.S. House
of Representatives passed the Emmett Till Antilynching Bill, which is currently
under consideration by the Senate; only Kentucky Senator Rand Paul stands in the
way of passage of the bill in the Senate by unanimous consent. Still, 2020 might
see the passage of the first federal anti-lynching legislation in American history.
Tyson’s speech is still topical and relevant today.
OCLC 21584625.

$875.

Unrecorded Account of an Outlaw Gang
in Post-Civil War West Virginia
28. [West Virginia]: SKETCH OF JOHN JENNINGS, THE ROBBER
CHIEF, WITH A SKETCH OF THE MORE PROMINENT MEMBERS
OF HIS BAND, TOGETHER WITH AN ACCOUNT OF THEIR CRIMES,
AND OF THE FINAL DISPERSION OF THE BAND BY THE RED MEN.
Wheeling, W.V.: Lewis Baker & Co., Printers, 1874. 176pp. Original printed
brown wrappers, side-stapled. Wear and several chips to wrapper edges, some loss
to spine paper. Contemporary ink ownership inscriptions on front wrapper and
titlepage. Small closed tear to bottom of titlepage (no text affected), occasional
tanning and soiling, a few leaves dog-eared. Good plus.
An apparently unrecorded pamphlet setting forth the exploits of John Jennings,
supposed outlaw and leader of the Jennings Gang, and his assassination by a
“band of Red Men.” Some contemporary and later accounts suggest that Jennings
may not have been directly involved in the band’s activities, but the pamphlet’s
anonymous author (who dedicates this work to “Captain Jack and his Brave Associates, the Red Men”) argues that this was all part of Jennings’ savvy – he directed
the gang and provided them cover, but never got his hands dirty. According to
this account, Jennings’ troubles started during the Civil War; he enlisted in the
15th West Virginia Infantry, but after about six months, he deserted and went
into hiding. He then lured his family and children into his criminal ways, first
by forcing them to help him stay hidden, and later by committing any number
of crimes at his command including burglary, robbery, and murder. The author
details the crimes and often salacious biographies of the members of the gang as
well, naming names as he goes along.
The author happily reports how Jennings was finally hunted down by a vigilante
group known as the “Red Men.” In their attempts to capture and hang him, Jennings resisted and they shot him. While the Red Men was founded as a legitimate
fraternal organization, there were radical offshoots in the later 19th century that
evolved into vigilante groups, keeping the peace as they saw fit. Contemporary
accounts often confused the Ku Klux Klan and vigilante Red Men, as they used
similar tactics and disguises. But although there seems to be widespread agreement
about the Jennings Gang’s criminality, there was not universal support for the Red
Men’s actions. A letter published in the Wheeling Register (June 16, 1873) states:
“During three or four weeks past the Labor Vindicator, a weekly newspaper published in New Martinsville, has printed communications calling upon the citizens
to band together and by the summary process of lynching break up the company
of the robbers. These papers have, without any disguise or concealment, exhorted
the people to violence, but the officers of the law seem to have been either unwilling or unable to repress the threatened tumult....At last, one of the accused
parties, an old man, prayed for and defended by his wife and children, has been
put to death in his own house and under peculiarly distressing circumstances, by
an armed mob, and now the question to be considered by the people of Wetzel
county is, is not the remedy as bad as the disease?”
No copies are listed in OCLC, nor do we find any in auction records. A rare and
intriguing account of outlaws in post-Civil War Appalachia.
$1750.

The Push for Women’s Rights in the Early 20th Century,
Owned by a Noted Suffragist
29. [Women’s Suffrage]: [Podell, Nettie A.]: [SAMMELBAND OF THE
P o l i t i c a l E q u a l i t y S E r i E S AND OTHER SUFFRAGE TRACTS AND
PAMPHLETS OWNED BY SUFFRAGIST NETTIE A. PODELL]. [Mainly
Warren, Oh.: National American Woman Suffrage Association, 1904-1908]. Fortysix serial tracts, each [4]pp., plus five variously-paginated pamphlets not part of
the series. 16mo. Contemporary half black cloth and tan paper-covered boards.
Moderate edge wear, slight fraying at spine extremities. Name and address of
Nettie A. Podell in pencil on front pastedown. Very good.
A wonderful collection of fifty-one tracts and pamphlets in support of women’s
suffrage, once owned by an eminent suffragist. This copy contains the ownership
signature of Nettie A. Podell (later Nettie Podell Ottenberg) with the address of
the Harlem branch of the Political Equality Association. Known as the Harlem
Club, it was established in January, 1910 by Podell and Mrs. O.H.P. Belmont to
inspire neighborhood work and create literature in support of equal suffrage.
Additionally, Podell was state organizer and speaker of the New York State Suffrage Association and a founding member of a Washington, DC chapter of the
League of Women Voters.
Most of the imprints in the sammelband are issues of the Political Equality Series,
a run of pamphlets published by the National American Woman Suffrage Association. Although there is no collective titlepage (apparently as issued), the tracts are
preceded by a two-page index which lists the imprints in bound order and divides
them into five categories: Material for Debates, Endorsements, History, General
Arguments, and Equal Suffrage in Practice. The issues of the series present here
include Vol. I, nos. 1-12; Vol. II, nos. 1-4, and 7-12; Vol. III, nos. 1, 3, and 5-12;
Vol. IV, nos. 1, 2, 4-11, and 23. The numbering system is occasionally erratic
and thus number six in volume I is twice represented as is number 8 in volume
IV without duplicating content or titles.
The works of the distinguished pro-suffrage women and men included as part
of the Political Equality Series include Alice Stone Blackwell’s “Progress of Equal
Suffrage” (one of several works by Blackwell included here), Alice Freeman Palmer
on “Women’s Duties,” Maude Nathan’s “The Wage-Earner and the Ballot,” an
installment in support of President Theodore Roosevelt’s pro-suffrage stance
called “Roosevelt for Equal Rights,” Anne Fitzhugh Miller’s “The Ballot and the
Telephone,” a two-part piece entitled “Fruits of Equal Suffrage,” “Gen. Hale on
Colorado Women’s Vote,” Gail Laughlin’s “Woman Suffrage and Prosperity,” a
handful of works on suffrage in Australia and New Zealand, and literally dozens
more.

The following works are additionally bound in, interspersed throughout, and
are not part of the Political Equality Series, though they are accounted for in the
contents leaf at the beginning of the work:
1) Blackwell, Alice Stone: Objections Answered. [Warren: National American
Woman Suffrage Association, printed in Youngstown at the Vindicator Press,
n.d., but ca. 1908]. 34pp. Original wrappers bound in.
2) [Various contributors]: Eminent Opinions on Woman Suffrage. [Warren: National American Woman Suffrage Association, printed in Youngstown at the
Vindicator Press, n.d., but ca. 1908]. 55,[1]pp. Original wrappers bound in.
A collection of historical quotes on gender equality beginning with Plato.
3) [Howe, Julia Ward]: Mrs. Julia Ward Howe’s Reply to Mrs. Humphry Ward. [Boston: National American Woman Suffrage Association, n.d., but ca. 1908]. 8pp.
4) Addams, Jane: The Modern City and the Municipal Franchise for Women. [Warren:
National American Woman Suffrage Association, n.d., but ca. 1906]. 15pp.
Original wrappers bound in.
5) [Sweet, Emma Biddlecom]: Not Prophecy But History. [Chicago: Argus Press,
n.d., but ca. 1908]. 24pp. Original wrappers bound in.
OCLC locates a single example of a similar sammelband, once belonging to Lucy
Stone and located at the Library of Congress. Stone’s copy was also bound with
a two-page index but with substantially fewer tracts & pamphlets.
An outstanding collection of short works arguing in favor of women’s suffrage,
once owned (and likely selected by) a noted New York suffragist.
OCLC 2979707 (Lucy Stone’s copy).
$4500.

An informative annotated vernacular photo album compiled
by Walter J. Stern, a young American soldier stationed
in Japan immediately after World War II. The first
page is titled in large manuscript, “JAPAN NOVEMBER
1946 – JUNE 1947,” and is followed by over 170 images
from various locations in Occupied Japan, almost all of
which are annotated by Stern in white ink, and some of
which picture the soldier. The subjects of the photographs include both civilian and military subjects, street
scenes, various buildings, and more. Named locations in
Tokyo include the Dai-Ichi Building (“Gen. McArthur’s
headquarters”), the Imperial Palace, the Diet Building
in Tokyo, the Earthquake Memorial Hall, a “Japanese
movie theater near the Yurakucho,” and others.
Stern then moves briefly to Enoshima Island before arriving on Hario Island, where he spent a few months.
Here, he pictures the Sasebo Regional Repatriation
Center’s “repatriation barracks,” “a street in the repatriation center,” “the main repatriation building,”
and other views around the camp and the island. Two
pages show various families being repatriated through
Sasebo; Stern features “a typical ‘repat’ family.” Stern
and his fellow soldiers also take pictures with Japanese
locals, including “2 Japanese we found in the hills” and
two young women named Harumi (“our housemaid”)
and Miyoko. Stern may have had a romantic relationship with Miyoko, as he devotes an entire page to her,
consisting of five pictures. Stern then spends some time
in the Hakata ward of the city of Fukuoka, where he
shoots numerous street scenes of the downtown area,
and also pictures “typical ruins in Hakata.” He spends
New Year’ Day in Fukuoka, “a high Japanese holiday”
where he sees children dressed up for the occasion and
witnesses a “sandlot baseball game.”

With Vernacular Photographs
of the Ruins of Nagasaki After the Atomic Bomb
30. [World War II]: Stern, Walter J.: [ANNOTATED VERNACULAR PHOTOGRAPH ALBUM OF AN AMERICAN SOLDIER IN OCCUPIED JAPAN].
[Tokyo, Enoshima, Hario, Fukuoka, Nagasaki, Omura, Unzen, and Beppu. November
1946 to June 1947]. 175 black-and-white photographs and two postcards, from
approximately 1¾ x 2¾ to 4½ x 4½ inches, in mounting corners on rectos only,
almost all with manuscript captions in white ink. Oblong quarto. Contemporary
black embossed paper-covered boards, front cover stamped in gilt and blind.
Minor shelf wear. One album leaf loose, mostly minor chipping to edges of some
leaves, costing a small portion of one annotation on one page. Overall very good.

Most notably, Stern visited Nagasaki, and he shows fifteen images of the ruins of the city after the Atomic Bomb was dropped in August
1945. These pictures include Stern standing “at the center of the bomb fall” and
the “oldest church in Japan” which “looks like a hollow shell.” Stern then visits
“one of Nagasaki’s main streets” where he sees a shoe store, the canals around
the town, and some of the local women. Stern also visited Omura, Unzen, and
Beppu, seeing more temples, statues, and locals, culminating in a larger image
of the “Golden Temple in Kyoto, built for a retired emperor nearly a thousand
years ago.”
A unique collection of images from war-torn Japan at the time of its occupation
by victorious American forces, with heretofore-unseen views of bombed-out
Nagasaki.
$1250.

